The Reading Room, Oving

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Do you think a new Reading Room would be used enough to justify
the cost?
Answered: 47
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Q2 If YES, what uses do you have in mind?
Answered: 13

Skipped: 36

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Small meetings, study room etc

11/11/2018 8:47 AM

2

Table tennis table (folding) Vrious meetings, allowing village hall to accept bookings on extra
occasions polling station, church meetings, keep fit/yoga? A REPLICA could be 2 meters longer

11/11/2018 8:45 AM

3

Meetings and smaller clubs and societies - students studying, Book clubs, teach in's private
lessons etc

10/24/2018 1:47 PM

4

Meetings, courses, voting.

10/17/2018 8:46 PM

5

I'd hope so, but we don't have all the ideas on use. You need to look at all the ideas which come
in to evaluate which might be viable and, of those, which might generate income. Our ideas are:
Mini library with people putting books they've finished with. Book club meetings. A venue for
those with excess garden/allotment produce to give/sell. A venue to keep a rolling or pop-up
village museum. Homework club with rota of people who could help with certain topics. Revision
space for people going into exams.

10/15/2018 7:06 PM

6

meetings, if big enough: table tennis; student study;smaller group activities

10/15/2018 2:41 PM

7

this should be an available time out zone, or thinking space, simply to watch the world go by,
study or work or even watch the football

10/9/2018 5:25 PM

8

It wouldn’t be used enough

10/7/2018 6:49 PM

9

A number of people in the village work from home, so it could easily be rented out by the day for
these local home workers or small businesses requiring a meeting room. Book clubs etc

10/2/2018 10:37 AM

10

No

9/24/2018 10:19 PM

11

A library

9/24/2018 4:20 PM

12

small craft groups, reading groups or small meetings

9/24/2018 10:14 AM

13

Village library run by volunteers open at least one morning or afternoon a week

9/24/2018 8:47 AM
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Q3 If YES, how should a possible replacement Reading Room be
funded?
Answered: 14

Skipped: 35
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Q4 If you favour a replacement building, what style do you favour?
Answered: 17

Skipped: 32
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Q5 Should the Reading Room be demolished and the site incorporated
into the Recreation Ground?
Answered: 47

Skipped: 2
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Q6 Please let us know if there is anything else you would like to say to
the Parish Council about the Reading Room.
Answered: 22

Skipped: 27

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I don't see the point in a new buildings when you have the village hall and the football building
which could be used if the hall is in use, for a meeting.

11/11/2018 8:50 AM

2

Would change mind if Stone View allowed and produces S106 moonies. Could consider
extension to village hall in due course

11/11/2018 8:46 AM

3

A detailed external and internal photographic record should be made together with a record of
parishioners' recollections of its former use. (And start a structured parish archive project?).
Maintain/extend a hard, level, base for memorial benches - suitable for disabled and football
watchers? (There is no need to align a decision to build something else with this decision - if a
future need/demand arises, it can be addressed then.)

10/27/2018 7:30 AM

4

A valuable resource and the facts of the Village hall speak for themselves - people use facilities
that are made available to them. Already we have an overflow problem form the VH.

10/24/2018 1:47 PM

5

The Village Hall, which is a great success, would appear to be fulfilling all the functions which
the Reading Room formerly covered. The present structure is of some sentimental or historic
interest but another new building on the site would have no great purpose.

10/21/2018 10:52 AM

6

If a replacement is considered necessary we feel it should be incorporated, by extension, to the
village hall where all amenities are avaIlable

10/19/2018 11:16 AM

7

It is part of the history of Oving .A smaller meeting room is needed for when the hall is booked
out and could provide a space for smaller group activity. The ground released by it's demolition
would not be used in any significant way ...just more grass ( unless you have plans some sort of
garden area eg scented area). However an extension to the existing hall /use of roof space ?
should also be considered with demolition of the green room.

10/15/2018 2:41 PM

8

The Village Hall is an excellent facility to be proud of; I fear that although a new reading room
may be used from time to time I doubt whether the level of usage would justify the cost.

10/10/2018 3:15 PM

9

Please don't go for a mini replica of the village hall, so rather than a conventional building, go
for something more creative that has an identity or even a glass garden dome, commonly in
gardens now. It needs to face on to recreation ground

10/9/2018 5:25 PM

10

Although it is an interesting part of the Village’s history since the building cannot be repaired it
would seem pointless to erect a new building. On a positive note it will open up the views of the
houses on the opposite side of the road! (I do not live there or know the people who do!)

10/9/2018 5:22 PM

11

The basis for a need seems very tenuous and any increase in Council Tax after over-inflation
rises recently is not welcome. There are plenty of ways small businesses and organisations can
fine meeting spaces and not sure it's the PC's role to try and fulfill that space.

10/9/2018 11:15 AM

12

We think there may be call for a small meeting room, but we need to be in a healthy financial
position to pay for it so that we wouldn't need much of a loan. We should pay off for the village
hall first during which time we could do fundraising for the meeting room. Demolishing the
meeting room should go ahead as it is unfit for purpose. A new project should not go ahead
until demand has been assessed and it is financially viable.

10/8/2018 4:03 PM

13

Could something be put in place for the wildlife that use the foundations of the reading room as
a habitat.

10/7/2018 6:49 PM

14

As people recognise that quiet spaces are becoming more important some parks are making
silent walks. Perhaps designating a quiet seating area away from the road would be a nice
replacement. Having said that the Church are trying to raise funds for a toilet and small kitchen
facility which could incorporate a small meeting room. This could also be a good quiet space,
though perhaps this would not feel so accessible to all.

10/7/2018 9:38 AM

15

I have selected the modern garden office style building option, however, it needs to be in
keeping and not too modern. Joanne

10/2/2018 10:37 AM

16

Use any funds/savings/precept uplifts to preserve and enhance publicly available toilet facilities
.... for users of the recreation ground who do not have access to the village hall.

10/1/2018 5:51 PM
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17

If the building is to be replaced it would be preferable to have a traditional style structure to
reflect and complement the surrounding properties

10/1/2018 4:27 PM

18

I think it’s more important to have access to toilets (when the hall is closed) at the Rec than the
reading room refurbished

9/24/2018 10:19 PM

19

Information concerning current frequency of use would be helpful in arriving at a decision

9/24/2018 5:58 PM

20

I hadn’t really noticed it and Think I may have been in it to vote. How typical that the thought of it
going now leaves me feeling unsettled

9/24/2018 4:20 PM

21

would be a shame to lose this facility, but a modern building would be totally out of place in the
village. Fund raising activities maybe?

9/24/2018 10:14 AM

22

I think the questionnaire should have had ‘don’t know’ option. I would be happy to volunteer for
the village library (a few hours a week) if it had support, and donated books could be used on a
‘swap/drop/borrow basis’ as well as sourcing donations from authors, publishers, world book
day etc. House bound villagers visited by volunteers.

9/24/2018 8:47 AM
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